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Pros Cons
Important to education and career Website had technical difficulties
Complements anatomy labs Wanted interactive sessions with radiologist
Concise, not time consuming Wanted more lectures, ideally each block
Well organized Wanted more frequent review sessions
Review sessions extremely helpful Not emphasized in class
Self-test mode in MedPics Not enough landmarks
Highlight feature in MedPics Not enough orientation diagrams
Introduction lecture helpful Would like more material
Fun and interesting
• “HAVING THIS FORMAT ALLOWS US ALL TO SEE AND BECOME FAMILIAR WITH "DISSECTING" THE
IMAGES IN OUR MINDS. A VERY VALUABLE TOOL.”
• “VERY HELPFUL IN TEACHING US THE CLINICAL/PRACTICAL SIDE OF ANATOMY IN DAY-TO- DAY
MEDICINE”
• “IT'S A RESOURCE THAT I WOULD FEEL FAR LESS EQUIPPED WITHOUT.”
• “THE ONLINE RADIOLOGY SESSIONS WERE MY FAVORITE PART OF THE ANATOMY THREAD.”
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Useful Format Integration Overall
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• SCROLLING FEATURE FOR CT AND MRI
• PATHOPHYSIOLOGY ON IMAGING
• ECHOCARDIOGRAM VIDEOS
• ULTRASOUND – ALTHOUGH ALREADY EXISTS AS A NEW CURRICULUM
• ANATOMY COURSE FACULTY
• GIVEN FINAL MATERIALS NEEDED TO CHANGE THE CURRICULUM IF NEEDED
• WILL REVIEW YEARLY OASIS EVALS
• EDCOM
• MULTIPLE STAFF MEMBERS WHO HAVE BEEN INVOLVED WITH RADANAT, AS WELL AS MEDPICS
HISTOLOGY
• FUTURE MEDICAL STUDENTS AND ISP PROJECTS
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